With the advances in multimedia databases and the popularization of the Internet, it is now possible to access large image and video repositories distributed throughout the world. One of the challenging problems in such an access is how the information in the respective databases can be summarized to enable an intelligent selection of relevant database sites based on visual queries. This paper presents an approach to solve this problem based on image content-based indexing of a metadatabase at a query distribution server. The metadatabase records a summary of the visual content of the images in each database through image templates and statistical features characterizing the similarity distributions of the images. The selection of the databases is done by searching the metadatabase using a ranking algorithm that uses query similarity to a template and the features of the databases associated with the template. Two selection approaches, termed mean-based and histogram-based approaches, are presented. The database selection mechanisms have been implemented in a metaserver and extensive experiments have been performed to demonstrate the e ectiveness of the database selection approaches.
Introduction
With the popularization of the Internet, it is now possible to access large image and video repositories (visual databases) distributed throughout the world. Such access becomes increasingly important in a number of applications, such as medical diagnostics, manufacturing, education, surveillance, and distributed publishing. In such applications, information from visual databases distributed at remote locations must be made available at other locations for purposes ranging from diagnostics, information retrieval, to electronic commerce. In a typical scenario, a query generated by a client needs to be distributed to visual databases. This can be done through a metaserver that selects the target visual database site(s) and poses the query to the respective databases in an acceptable form. The searching mechanism of the database searches its repository for possible answers to the posed query. The answer is then fed back to the client. This general framework, termed NetView, has been proposed in 28] and is illustrated in Figure 1 . The query is distributed through a metaserver which contains a metadatabase and a metasearch agent. To deal with the explosive growth of the visual databases and the inherent complexity in visual data querying, it is crucial for the metaserver to perform a careful selection of database sites in order to support an e cient query. One example is that a customer wishes to purchase a speci c painting. Instead of looking through each and every image gallery available on the Internet, which can be very time consuming, a more e cient approach is to have the metaserver rst producing a ranking of the image galleries with respect to the desired painting. The prospective buyer can then start the search at the highly ranked galleries.
Database selection approaches have been designed to direct text queries to databases. Section 2 presents a comprehensive overview of these approaches. In the case of visual databases, text annotations (often manually-generated) had been used as the indexing information. This approach is subjective and su ers in exibility. The text annotations often fail to capture the whole content of the images. With the advent of content-based techniques 8, 2, 1], new approaches for visual database selection based on feature content of the images must be developed. To e ectively facilitate such selection, the visual content of each database must be adequately summarized.
We observed that the selection of databases can be done by content-based indexing of a metadatabase 4, 5] . The metadatabase records a summary of the visual content of the images per database in a suitably abstracted form. Searching the metadatabase involves determining the visual similarity of the query with the abstracted visual information recorded about the databases in the metadatabase. A similarity measure captures the visual similarities of images in databases to image templates. Templates are representatives of the underlying image features and will be introduced in Section 3. Next, a distribution of the similarity values of the images in a database to a template is derived. From the distribution, statistical features are computed that capture the likelihood of a database containing images that are relevant to a template. The statistical features describing the links between databases and templates are pre-computed and stored in the meta-database. Given a query, its visual similarities to templates can be computed. These similarities are then used to compare with the metadata in the metadatabase to derive a ranking of databases with respect to the posed query.
In this paper, we present two selection approaches, termed mean-based and histogram-based approaches, to the problem of database selection that is geared towards handling visual contentbased queries. The mean-based approach uses number of samples, mean and variance of similarity distribution of database images to a template to determine the likelihood of a database containing a given visual query. The histogram-based approach is based on not only the statistics of the similarity distribution (represented as a histogram) but also the locations of the database images within the image cluster. In the rest of the paper, we will focus our discussions on image databases. However, the design principles can be directly applied to video databases. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the related work to database selection. In Section 3, we present the rationale of the database selection through searching the metadatabase. The mean-based and histogram-based approaches for ranking databases based on template similarity to visual queries are presented in Section 4. Details of experiments that compare the histogram-based and mean-based selection approaches are reported in Section 5. Concluding remarks are o ered in Section 6.
Related Work
In this section, we will give an overview of the existing approaches that are proposed to select relevant databases to a query. Most of the database selection work has been focused on handling text information.
Some research has been conducted to use a centralized index for site selection. The centralized index maintains descriptions of all participating databases. The content of databases are generally modeled as a set of attributes. The selection of relevant databases is straightforward. Queries, usually consisting of Boolean combinations of the desired attribute-value pairs, are rst submitted to the centralized index, which then provides users with hints on databases to be searched. For example, the WAIS 13] (Wide Area Information Servers) divides its indices among a set of database servers. A top-level index is provided by a \directory of servers". The directory maintains a set of documents, each describing the content of participating database servers. Given a query, the directory of servers is searched rst. The query is then forwarded to the selected underlying database server. The Indie (Distributed Indexing) server 7] consists of a replicated directory of services and a collection of broker databases. Each Indie broker maintains a generator object which describes the Indie broker. The generator object consists of a textural abstract and a Boolean expression over a set of bibliographic elds. To become visible to users and other brokers, all brokers register their generator objects with the directory of services. A user query is submitted to the directory of services, which produces a ranked list of brokers with descriptions pertaining to the user query.
The centralized index approach has also been adopted by many search facilities created for World-Wide Web, such as the WWWW (World-Wide Web Worm) server 18], Lycos and Alta Vista. To scale with the growing number of available WWW sites, these systems index only URL addresses, document titles or a small fraction of each document. An example is ALIWEB (Archie-like Indexing in the Web) 15] server which maintains a manually-generated index for each participating WWW server. While these systems provide novel approaches to search electronic text archives on the Internet, their metadata organization and site selection techniques are relatively straightforward.
Research on advanced approaches to the selection of database sites for retrieving text information have also been investigated. Most advanced work can be categorized based on the Information Retrieval (IR) model it uses. For example, the GLOSS (generalized glossary of servers) server 10] uses boolean and vector-space retrieval models of document retrieval to estimate the number of potentially relevant documents in a database for a given query. Voorhees et al. uses 25] the vector space retrieval model to compute the similarity of a new query to training queries. Relevance judgments obtained for the training queries are used to determine whether and how much to retrieve from each database for the new query. The INQUERY server uses the probabilistic retrieval model 3] to search the potentially relevant databases. INQUERY summarizes documents using term frequency information for each keyword term together with the inverse document frequency of di erent terms. An inference network then uses this information to rank the collections for a given query. Some other site selection approaches are based on the arti cial intelligence techniques. An early example of such systems is the EXPERT CONIT retrieval system 17]. EXPERT decided on a query-by-query basis which databases were most appropriate. It matches the query to a knowledge-base describing document collections to produce a ranked list of databases.
With the highly visual and graphical nature of the World-Wide Web and the popularity of image and video databases, it is apparent that the database selection methods based on text information may not be suitable in these settings, where the remote user's queries may be unanticipated and referring to unextracted image content. Although many content-based image retrieval systems have been developed recently 8, 23] , none of these systems operate in a distributed environment. The selection of visual databases for a given query discussed in this paper o ers new approaches to the design of the distributed visual information systems. The proposed selection approaches can also be used for the Web search engines once the visual data resources on the Web are collected.
3 Database Selection through Indexing of a Metadatabase
To support e cient visual queries, relevant databases must be selected for visual queries without detailed examination of all images of the database for possible matches. Clearly, it is not desirable to move the complete machinery of image content-based search used in the database engine to the metaserver to determine database relevance. Also, it may not be possible to create o -line, an indexed set of database sites containing relevant images to queries, since that requires an anticipation of all possible visual queries. To address these problems, we propose an intermediate approach wherein the information in the images of the database is summarized and represented in a suitably abstracted form in a metadatabase. The relevant databases for a particular query are determined by searching the metadatabase. This involves determining the visual similarity of the query with the abstracted visual information recorded about the databases.
Database Abstraction via Image Templates
We will now formulate the database selection strategy using image templates as the abstraction of databases. Following the current research achievements, visual data in a database can be considered to contain feature vectors representing the content of the data. Many approaches have been developed to classify data in a database into clusters 14, 19, 29] . Each cluster can then be represented by a feature vector, denoted template, which is generally the centroid of the cluster. The clusters can be further classi ed into subclusters, which can then be represented by their centroids. The bene t of this approach is that a hierarchical index can be built on the templates to support e cient query retrievals. Figure 2 shows an example in the two-dimensional feature space where clusters have arbitrary shapes. The objects in the feature space are shown as \ ". Each cluster can be further classi ed into subclusters and the centroids of those subclusters, shown as \ : ", are used as the templates of the cluster.
Di erent approaches may be used to select templates for the metadatabase. To nd the templates, we rst select sample images from the semantic clusters in all local databases. Then using a hierarchical clustering method, we build a tree-like structure on the sample images called dendrogram 11]. We can cut the dendrogram at di erent levels, resulting in di erent sets of clusters. We then use the centroids of the resulting clusters as the templates. This process is applied for each semantic cluster to nd the corresponding templates. Thus, these templates can represent the images in all the local databases concisely. Other appropriate methods may also be used to nd a good set of templates that can be used to well represent the content of the database. The metaserver can relate the content of the databases to the templates by calculating statistical metadata of each database with respect to the templates. These statistical metadata will be used by the site selection approach. The similarity measure is based on the distance between the feature vectors of images in the feature space, with 1.0 representing the highest similarity and 0.0 representing no similarity. The measurement is determined by computing the features of texture, color, and shape. Given two images i and j, we de ne sim(i; j) as the similarity measure between i and j, and 0:0 sim(i; j) 1:0. The e ectiveness of this measure in capturing visual similarity between database images and templates can be demonstrated by showing the existence of di erent similarity ranges for distinct clusters.
For example, Figure 3 Our use of image templates for visual abstraction is based on the above observation. Figure 4 illustrates the similarity property in the two dimensional feature space. Given a template T, which is generally located near the center of an image cluster, images with similar features to T are usually located near T, with small distances (high degree of similarity) to T. Images without similar features to T are normally located far away from T, with large distances (low degree of similarity) to T. In addition, for an image q, with a distance to template T, images similar to q will normally have small distances to q (i.e., located within the shaded area Q) and thus have similar distances to template T. For example, in Figure 3 (a), all four images in cluster (1) have small distances to each other and they all have similar distances to the given template.
Thus, given a feature extraction system that can generate closely located feature vectors in the feature space for similar images, we have the following observation: Note that one cannot say that if two images both have the same degree of similarity (or distances) to a template, then they are necessarily similar to each other. That is, given two images q and m, and their similarity measures to template T, if jsim(q; T) ? sim(m; T)j , then q may or may not be similar to m. As it is shown in Figure 4 , both images q and m have similar distances to template T, but the distance between q and m is large. It is thus possible that q and m are not similar.
We assume that the visual databases are available and the templates can be con gured for clustering the visual databases to support e cient visual retrieval. We will focus on the investigation of novel strategies on the design of database selection approaches.
Metadatabase
We designed a metadatabase and a metasearch agent to support the database selection 6, 28] . Given a set of databases at various sites, an initial metadatabase is constructed using image templates as means of visual abstractions. At the time that a database registers with the metaserver, the metadata about the database is supplied. These metadata include the type of media data housed, expected query form, specialized algorithms supported, and statistical metadata.
Various statistical metadata are collected corresponding to the database selection approaches. For the mean-based approach, the distributions of the similarity of database images with respect to image templates are collected. From the distribution, statistics such as number of templates, mean and variance of similarities are computed and stored as metadata in the metadatabase. For the histogram-based approach, in addition to the distributions of the similarity, relative positions of database images with respect to image templates are also collected. According to the relative positions, each database image is grouped into a partition associated with an image template. For each partition, a histogram which represents the similarity distribution of the images within 8 the partition is derived and stored as the metadata in the metadatabase. The similarities and locations of database images with respect to the templates are precomputed using the image feature extraction algorithms developed in 21, 26] .
The metadatabase is organized into a hierarchical structure. At the lowest level, database sites are grouped under each template, the groupings are based on the number of database images that are similar to the template. We de ne an image to be similar to a template if the similarity measurement between them is greater than a threshold. A database site can be grouped under one or more templates. At the higher level, templates are grouped according to feature classes, including texture patterns, color patterns, and shape patterns, with top-level nodes representing the most general categories of texture, color and shape. The hierarchical organization of the templates is similar to the image clustering organization presented within an individual visual database 21, 22] . The templates presenting at the metadatabase are generally a superset of the templates presenting within an individual visual database. The role of the metaserver is to accept user queries and transforms the information in the query for suitable searching of the metadatabase. It also distributes the queries to the selected database sites and relays their responses back to the user.
The templates, distributions of similarity, and relative positions can be either computed as a background process by the metaserver, or can be collected directly from a database when it registers with the server. Thus, although the metadata collecting process could be time-consuming, it can always be done o -line. Therefore, the metadata collecting process will not a ect the e ciency of query retrieval. On the other hand, such an organization of the metadata will support e cient on-line retrieval of image queries.
Query Processing
Upon receiving a query q, which can be a still image or a video frame, the metaserver rst extracts a set of subqueries fq 1 ; ::; q n g from the query, with subquery q i representing a feature class f i , where f i 2 ftexture; color; shape; :::g. Let G f i denote all the templates existing in the metadatabase within the feature class f i and the similarities of subquery q i to the templates in G f i be computed. A set of matched templates T q i = ft 1 ; :::; t m i g for subquery q i may be selected based on the following criterion:
T q i = ft j 8t 2 G f i ; sim(q i ; t) ^(max t 0 2Tq i (sim(q i ; t 0 )) ? sim(q i ; t)) " q i g; (1) where sim(q i ; t) is the similarity between subquery q i and template t, and " q i are given thresholds.
The similarities between subquery q i and the templates in T q i must be greater than the given threshold . Thus, the templates in T q i have the highest similarity to q i . If T q i is empty, the metaserver may ask the user to either submit a new query or distribute the query to all visual databases.
The metaserver then invokes the selection approach, which uses the subquery similarities to the matched templates and corresponding statistical information of databases to return a list of relevant database sites for that speci c subquery. The rankings of the databases for all the subqueries are then merged to yield a nal set of databases for the given query. Let q contain a set of subqueries q 1 ; :::; q n and each q i match with multiple independent templates t 1 ; :::; t m i . Using the database selection approaches given in the next section, we can determine the set of the most relevant databases for each subquery. We then determine DB s , the nal set of relevant databases for q. Let D 1 ; D 2 ; :::; D n be the sets of relevant databases for q 1 ; :::; q n , respectively. Since we look for databases which contain images similar to all subqueries, the set of relevant databases for q, denoted DB s , is calculated as the intersection of D i , i = 1,...,n:
(2) Figure 6 shows the relationships between a query, templates and databases. In this example, a subquery with texture features and a subquery with color features are extracted from the query image. The subquery with texture features is matched with template t 1 
Selection Approaches
In this section, we present two database selection approaches, termed mean-based and histogrambased, for ranking databases based on the visual similarities of the query and database images to the templates. The following terminology is needed for the ensuing discussion:
DB: the set of all databases (dbs). 
where q is a prede ned o set value for the given q. Interval a q;t ; b q;t ] speci es a similarity range within which we wish to search for similar images to query q. Thus, given a query q, a template t, and the similarity interval a q;t ; b q;t ], the mean-based approach looks for database sites which contain the images with similarities falling within a q;t ; b q;t ].
Selection Formulas for Mean-based Approach
A visual database db may contain a set of image clusters C db = fc 1 ; :::; c h g. Following Observation 1 and analyzing the characteristics of the similarity distribution of database db with respect to a template t, we observed that if template t represents one of the database clusters c i , c i 2 C db and cluster c i does not overlap with any other clusters in C db , the similarity distribution of database images with respect to template t above a threshold often approximates a standard normal curve. Figure 7 (a) shows the various similarity distributions of database images with respect to a template, where the database contains 3 main image clusters A, B, and C. Cluster C is represented by template t and does not overlap with clusters A and B. The similarity distribution above the threshold l t approximates a standard normal curve. The mean-based selection approach is developed based on the above observation. The approach is highly e ective if the similarity distribution follows the scenario described in Figure 7 (a). It is possible that some clusters of the database are overlapped in the feature space, as shown in Figure 7 (b), where clusters B and C are overlapped and cluster C is represented by the template. In such cases, the mean-based selection approach is less e ective, since all overlapped clusters, clusters B and C in the example, will be treated as one large cluster. Although cluster overlapping cannot be completely eliminated, it can be greatly reduced by further classifying clusters into subclusters, thus producing smaller and more dense clusters. In addition, template t may not represent any main database clusters as shown in Figure 7(c) , where the majority of the database images are not similar to template t. By only considering databases with the number of images similar to template t greater than a threshold , the mean-based selection approach can e ectively eliminate such databases. Given a similarity distribution of database images with respect to template t and threshold l t , we calculate the mean and variance of the distribution as follows: mean(db; t; l t ) = i2db^sim(i;t)>lt sim(i; t) num(db; t; l t ) ; (4) var(db; t; l t ) = s i2db^sim(i;t)>lt (sim(i; t) ? mean(db; t; l t )) 2 num(db; t; l t ) ? 1 ;
where num(db; t; l t ) is the number of images within database db with a similarity to template t greater than or equal to threshold l t , and num(db; t; l t ) > 1. Di erent l t values are used for templates belonging to di erent feature classes. The mean(db; t; l t ) calculated above is the mean similarity of database db with respect to template t at the time database db registering with the metaserver. Since databases will be updated by adding or deleting images over time, the mean(db; t; l t ) therefore represents just an instance of mean similarity. To estimate the \true" mean similarity m db t of database db with respect to template t, we use the con dence mean interval formula, which returns a possible interval x db t ; y db t ] for the m db t to fall within (i.e., x db t m db t y db t ). The estimation is at 99% con dence level 24], 13 indicating a 99% chance that m db t will fall within this range. Only a small 1% chance that m db t will not be in this range. Thus, given a database db, the con dence mean interval x db t ; y db t ] with respect to template t is calculated as follows:
x db t = mean(db; t; l t ) ? E( ; db; t; l t ); (6) y db t = mean(db; t; l t ) + E( ; db; t; l t ); (7) where E( ; db; t; l t ) = z =2 var(db; t; l t ) p num(db; t; l t ) ;
= 0:01 and z =2 is the normal distribution value with num(db; t; l t ) 24]. To eliminate the databases that have very few similar images to template t, we limit the num(db; t; l t ) value to at least , where is defaulted to 50. The x db t and y db t values of databases with num(db; t; l t ) < are set to zeros. The num(db; t; l t ), mean(db; t; l t ), var(db; t; l t ), and x db t ; y db t ] are pre-calculated for all existing templates in the metadatabase and stored as metadata in the metadatabase.
As the population of a normal distribution tends to center around its mean value, we can assume that a large number of database images will have similarity with respect to template t within the range of x db t ; y db t ], as shown in Figure 8 . Thus, given a subquery q i that matches with a single template t, a database may contain substantial number of images similar to q i , if its con dence mean interval x db t ; y db t ] falls within similarity interval a q i ;t ; b q i ;t ]. We select the set D i of relevant databases, as follows: D i = fdbjdb 2 DB^num(db; t; l t ) ^(a q i ;t x db t )^(b q i ;t y db t )g:
When more than one database is selected, the selected databases are ranked in decreasing order of the value num(db; t; l t ).
If a subquery q i matches with multiple independent templates in T q i = ft 
We rank the selected databases for subquery q i in decreasing order of P m i j=1 num(db; t j ; l t j ), where (a q i ;t j x db t j )^(b q i ;t j y db t j ). Clearly, when the o set q i of a q i ;t j ; b q i ;t j ] is increased, more databases will fall within the similarity interval. The approach also favors those databases with many images above the similarity threshold, as a larger num(db; t j ; l t j ) value generates a smaller mean con dence interval, and thus increasing the likelihood that the database will fall completely within the similarity interval.
Histogram-based Approach
In this subsection, we will present another selection approach, termed the histogram-based approach. This approach uses more detailed characteristics of the similarity distribution of the images in each database than the mean-based approach.
Relevance Region
Following Observation 1, we see that the location closeness of the feature vectors of the images in the feature space can approximately indicate the degree of the similarity between the images. We will now describe how to determine the relevance region for any subquery q i . We rst uniformly divide each image cluster represented by a template t into small partitions. The division is centered at each template t, and is based on the image features. Given a feature space consisting of n features, we can select the k most important features. The most important features of a feature space can be selected using the Minimum-Entropy Principle described in 27]. The main idea of Minimum-Entropy Principle is to introduce rotations in the feature space so that some of the features become less important after rotations. We can then eliminate those unimportant features from consideration, retaining fewer and more important features.
The feature space can then be represented as a k-dimensional rectangular coordinate system with each important feature as a dimension. Let X 1 ; : : : ; X k be the axes of the coordinate system. We de ne X 0 i as the cut that is parallel to axis X i , 1 i k, which passes through template t. We then divide each image cluster along each X 0 i , 1 i k, to yield c 1 ; : : : ; c 2 k partitions. A cut along any X 0 i will divide the image cluster into two portions, denoted d 1 and d 2 portions, respectively. 
where l = (j mod k) + 1. The subquery q i is grouped into partition c h of template t, if U = c h . In Figure 9 , subquery q i with coordinates (b 1 ; b 2 ) is grouped into c 1 , because the corresponding vector U is hd 1 ; d 1 i which equals the vector of partition c 1 . Note that although we only use k important features for the partitioning, we will use the original feature vector with all the n features in retrieving images. Let subquery q i have the similarity sim to template t. The relevance region of q i with respect to t is de ned as the area of a partition that intersects with the similarity interval a q i ;t ; b q i ;t ] de ned in Formula (3). Figure 10 shows the de nition of the relevance region R for subquery q i which is located in partition c 1 in the two-dimensional feature space.
Our histogram-based selection approach is developed based on the relevance region. Let h db;t;c : 
Query Matching to Partitions
Given a query image q, which is represented as a set of subqueries fq 1 ; ::; q n g, a set of matching templates ft 1 ; :::; t m i g for each q i is selected using Formula (1).
Let the feature space be represented as a k-dimensional rectangular coordinate system. The coordinates of each subquery and matched templates are also computed. Given a matched template with the coordinates of (a 1 ; :::; a k ) and a set of partitions C = fc 1 ; :::; c 2 k g, we compute the corresponding partition c j for subquery q i with the coordinates of (b 1 ; :::; b k ) using Formula (11). In addition to the partition c j that the subquery falls within, the adjacent partition may also be selected if the subquery is located near the boundary of the two partitions. Let H j = fh C q i = fc j g fh l j : h l j 2 H j and dist(q i ; B l j ) q i g; (12) where dist(q i ; B l j ) is the distance between subquery q i and B l j . The q i threshold varies for each dimension of each subquery and is defaulted to 3% of the maximum distance of the feature that represents the dimension.
Selection Formulas for Histogram-based Approach
For a given subquery q i that matches with a single template t and a set of partitions C q i = fc 1 ; ::; c n g calculated by Formula (12), we select the relevant databases to be those which contain maximum number of images in the partitions in C q i . Speci cally, the set of relevant databases for q i , denoted D i , is de ned by the following criterion: D i = fdbjdb 2 DB^num(db; t; C q i ; a q i ;t ; b q i ;t ) > 0^(max db 0 2DB (num(db 0 ; t; C q i ; a q i ;t ; b q i ;t )) ? num(db; t; C q i ; a q i ;t ; b q i ;t )) i g; (13) where num(db; t; C q i ; a q i ;t ; b q i ;t ) = P n j=1 h db;t;c j (x), with x 2 a q i ;t ; b q i ;t ]. The num(db; t; C q i ; a q i ;t ; b q i ;t ) is the total number of database images falling within the relevance regions of all partitions in C q i with respect to template t. The selected databases are then ranked based on the decreasing values of num(db; t; C q i ; a q i ;t ; b q i ;t ). This scenario is illustrated in Figure 10 , with Q representing the set of relevant images to the query and R representing the set of images that are used for the ranking.
When a subquery is matched with multiple independent templates, the subquery will have similar distances to all matched templates. Let subquery q i match with multiple independent templates t 1 ; :::; t m i . Given a set of partitions C q i ;j = fc j;1 ; :::; c j;n g corresponding to each matched template t j , Formula (13) num(db; t j ; C q i ;j ; a q i ;t j ; b q i ;t j )) i g; (14) where num(db; t j ; C q i ;j ; a q i ;t j ; b q i ;t j ) = P n k=1 h db;t j ;c j;k (x), x 2 a q i ;t j ; b q i ;t j ]. The num(db; t j ; C q i ;j ; a q i ;t j ; b q i ;t j ) is the total number of database images falling within the relevance regions of all partitions in C q i ;j with respect to template t j . The selected databases are then ranked based on the decreasing values of P m i j=1 num(db; t j ; C q i ;j ; a q i ;t j ; b q i ;t j ). Figure 11 illustrates the above scenario in the two dimensional feature space, where the subquery q i has similar distances to both templates T 1 and T 2 . Here, the shaded area (R) represents the images that are used for the ranking, which is the sum of the two relevance regions located within c 2 of T 1 and c 1 of T 2 .
. Our experimental results presented in Section 5 will show that the performance of the selection approach may be deteriorated while the subqueries match multiple templates. This can be attributed to the larger number of irrelevant images that are generally included in the ranking when the subquery is matched with multiple templates as shown in Figures 10 and 11. 
Merging Selections of Multiple Subqueries
In this section, we will present the strategy for ranking the chosen databases in DB s by merging the results returned by the selection approach for subqueries. The goal is to derive a nal rank of the chosen databases such that the e ectiveness of the merging approximates the e ectiveness of searching the entire set of databases using the query image.
Many approaches have been proposed for merging multiple search results. Voorhees et al. 25 ] address this problem by learning from the results of training queries. Gravano and Garcia-Molina 12] use a meta-broker to merge the results from multiple sources. The idea is to submit a query to multiple search engines and each search engine will return the attribute values used in its scoring function. The meta-broker then applies its own scoring function on the common attributes to derive a nal score. This approach is not suitable in our environment, since the visual subqueries are completely di erent and do not have any common attributes. Fox et al. 9, 16] use statistical methods to merge the search results. The scores returned by search engines are rst normalized, then multiplied by the number of documents within a collection that have non-zero similarities to the query.
In this study, we propose a statistical model to calculate a target score for each chosen database for each subquery. Given a query q = fq 1 ; :::; q n g, let ft 1 ; ::; t m i g be the set of templates that are matched with subquery q i using Formula (1). Let DB s = fdb 1 ; ::; db h g be the nal set of chosen databases for query q using Formula (2), and let S q i = fs q i db 1 ; :::; s q i db h g be the corresponding number of similar images used by the selection approach to rank databases for subquery q i . For the meanbased approach, s q i db = P m i j=1 num(db; t j ; l t j ), if database db is selected. For unselected databases, s q i db = 0. For the histogram-based approach, s q i db = P m i j=1 num(db; t j ; C q i ;j ; a q i ;t j ; b q i ;t j ). For each database db j in DB s , the estimated score for the subquery q i is computed by normalizing the number of similar images returned by the selection approach then multiplying by a weight. The estimated scores of database db j of all subqueries are then summarized to generate a target score of database db j for query q, as illustrated in Formula (15):
The database sites db j , 1 j h, in DB s are then further ranked based on the decreasing order of TS db j ;q . The weight ! q i db j is determined based on three factors: i) the similarity between the subquery and matched templates, ii) number of matched templates, and iii) human perception with respect to each visual feature class. We observed that the estimated number of similar images of a database with respect to a subquery returned by the selection approach is more accurate when the similarities between query and matched templates are high, especially when the query is matched with a single template. In addition, it is known that visual features are not weighted equally in human visual perception. Thus, ! q i db j is de ned as the average similarity between subquery and templates divided by the number of matched templates and multiplied by the perceptive weight, H q i , of each feature class:
! q i db j = H q i m i P m i j=1 sim(q i ; t j ) m i ; (16) where H q i is defaulted to 1.0 and can be adjusted by the user to satisfy their preferences of visual features.
Following the example in Figure 6 , let f125; 85; 60; 40g be the corresponding numbers of similar 
Testing and Validation
In this section, we will present our experiments to demonstrate the e ectiveness of the mean-based and histogram-based selection approaches. We will also evaluate the performance of the merging algorithm.
We collected a set of color images from the Internet. The images come with various sizes. To perform content-based retrieval, each image must be segmented into subimages representing various individual visual features. We used a uniform segmentation approach, termed nona-tree 20], to segment each image. The size of the image segment can be 2 n 2 n (n 5) pixels, with the smallest in the size of 32x32 pixels. To generate a large number of similar images, each image segment is partially overlapped with one or more image segments. The segmented images are then used as the test images and grouped into 10 databases. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the databases.
Using the clustering technique developed in 22], 23 feature vectors (templates) were con gured to represent the underlying texture features of the test images. For the color features, 24 feature vectors (templates) were con gured. To visualize these feature vectors, we show the images that A collection of food images.
A collection of food and fabric images.
Images of bricks, woods, and metal.
A collection of miscellaneous images.
Images of glass, bricks, and fenses.
Images of flowers and leaves.
Images of flowers, clouds, and waterfalls.
No. of Images are closest to the feature vectors in Figure 12 .
To extract the texture features, we applied wavelet transform as described in 21, 22] . For the color features, the system nds the color histograms of the image, using quantization method proposed in 26]. The distances and similarities between images and templates are calculated using Euclidean distance and histogram intersection, for texture and color features respectively. All experiments were conducted on a dedicated SUN Ultra Enterprise 4000 with 1 Gigabyte of memory and 168 MHz UltraSPARC CPUs. Given a query, the average time for the system to come up a list of relevant databases is 0.10 seconds. The amount of storage space required by the metadata largely depends on the number of templates presented at the metadatabase and the number of databases registered with the metaserver. Since a set of statistical metadata is stored for each database and template pair, increasing the number of templates or the number of databases will require more storage at the metaserver. In addition, storage is needed to store the feature vectors of the templates and the database information such as the type of data housed, the expected query form, the specialized algorithms supported, the monetary cost, and the latency of the database sites. A detailed computation model for the metadata storage requirement can be found in 6]. For our experiments, the histogram-based and mean-based approaches require 1.52 MBytes and 36.68 KBytes, respectively. 
Performance Metrics
We use selection precision P and recall R to measure the correctness and completeness of the database selection. Given a query, let fdb 1 ; :::; db n g be the set of top n database sites selected by the selection approach in response to the query, and let frdb 1 ; :::; rdb m g be the set of database sites that have been manually judged to contain images that are most relevant to the query. Let the database ranks are positive integers with 1 representing the highest rank and O i be the rank determined by the selection approach for the relevant database rdb i , (1 i m). Let 
In such cases, the recall R equals the precision P.
m < n and k n: if the number of relevant database sites is less than n and all relevant database sites were among the top n databases chosen by the selection approach (i.e., k n) 
In such cases, the recall R equals 1.0.
m < n and k > n: if the number of relevant database sites is less than n and not all relevant database sites were among the top n databases chosen by the selection approach (i.e., k > n), the precision and recall are calculated by comparing the top n database sites selected by the selection approach with all relevant databases: 
Performance of Subqueries
We present the test results based on 72 queries. Each query is decomposed into a texture and a color subqueries. The " q i threshold used to select multiple templates in Formula (1) is set at 0.05 for both texture and color subqueries. The similarities between texture subqueries and the templates range from 0.60 to 0.90. For the color subqueries, the similarities range from 0.50 to 0.95. The number of subqueries with respect to the number of matched templates and di erent ranges of similarities are summarized in Table 2 . For example, there are 13 texture subqueries that match with a single template with similarities ranging from 0.70 to 0.79. For a subquery matched with multiple templates, its corresponding similarity range is determined by the average of all similarities between the subquery and the matched templates. Note that in order to perform comprehensive examinations of the selection approaches, we purposely chose more than 40% of the queries that are matched to multiple texture templates. We also purposely chose more than 60% of the queries with sim < 0:80 to the matched texture templates.
The q o set used to determine the \similarity interval" in Formula (3) is defaulted to 0.08 for the histogram-based approach for both texture and color subqueries. For the mean-based approach, the q o set is set at 0.08 for texture subqueries and 0.12 for color subqueries. The l t threshold used in the mean-based approach to determine the number of similar images is set at 0.60 for texture subqueries and 0.50 for color subqueries. The threshold is set at 50. Table 2 : Distribution of number of subqueries based on the number of matched templates and similarity ranges: (a) texture subquery, (b) color subquery.
We calculated the average P values of all subqueries by comparing the top 4 ideally ranked databases with the top 4 databases returned by the selection approach. The ideal rank of each database site for the given subquery was determined by measuring the similarities between the subquery to all database images. Databases with at least 10 images that have a high similarity (i.e., sim 0:80) with respect to the given subquery are considered to be relevant to the subquery. All relevant databases are then further ranked based on the number of highly similar images. The top 4 ranked databases were used for the experiments as the top 4 ideal ranked databases.
For the histogram-based approach, we selected the two most important features of texture and color feature classes for partitioning of the feature spaces. Each image cluster is divided into 4 partitions. Each database image is grouped into a partition using Formula (11). For each database and template pair, four histograms were generated with each representing the similarity distribution of the images within a partition. For each texture subquery, the q i threshold used to select multiple partitions in Formula (12) is set at 20.0 for the rst feature and 6.0 for the second feature. For the color subqueries, the q i threshold is set at 0.01 for the rst and the second features. The experimental results are reported in Tables 3 and 4 , which show the average P values as a function of the number of matched templates and similarity ranges. For the selection precision, the performance for each experiment is measured at 4 levels with P 0:75 representing high precision, 0:50 P < 0:75 representing good precision, 0:25 P < 0:50 representing medium low precision, and P < 0:25 representing low precision, respectively.
As Tables 3 and 4 show, for the texture subqueries, both approaches o er similar performance Also, both approaches perform best when the subqueries match with a single template and when the degree of similarity between the subquery and the template is high. We observed a decrease of the precision for both histogram-based and mean-based approaches while the subqueries match from a single template to multiple templates. This can be explained by comparing Figures 10 and 11 , since more irrelevant images are generally included in the ranking when the subquery is matched with multiple templates, thus increase the degree of error. We also observed a deterioration of the precision of both approaches when the degree of the similarity between the subquery and the template is low. When the degree of similarity is high (i.e., 0:80), both approaches o er high selection precision. The results are mixed when the similarity ranges from 0.70 to 0.79. We also observed that when the similarity between the subquery and the template becomes low (generally below 0.7), the templates no longer provide a sound basis for the estimation.
Merging Selections of Multiple Subqueries
We now analyze the e ectiveness of the merging algorithm using the histogram-based and the meanbased selection approaches. We calculated the average P and R values of all 72 queries by comparing the top 4 ideally ranked databases for each query with the top 4 databases returned by the merging algorithm. The ideal ranks of database sites for a query were based on the number of database images that have high similarities (sim 0:80) with respect to both texture and color subqueries. Table 4 : Mean-based approach results as the function of number of matched templates and similarity ranges: (a) texture subquery, (b) color subquery.
The merging algorithm returns the top 4 databases by rst intersecting the top n (n = 4) databases returned by the selection approach for each subquery. If the number of intersected databases is less than 4, the merging algorithm then intersects the top n + 1 databases returned by the selection approach for each subquery. This process is repeated until at least 4 databases are intersected. The intersected databases are then further ranked using Formula (15) . By default, the perceptive weight H q i is set to 1.0 for both color and texture subqueries.
The number of queries with respect to the number of matched templates and di erent ranges of similarities are summarized in Table 5 . For example, there are 14 queries that match with a single texture template and a single color template with similarities ranging from 0.70 to 0.79. The similarity range is determined by the lowest of all similarities among the subqueries and the matched texture and color templates. Table 5 : Distribution of number of queries based on the number of matched templates and similarity ranges.
For the selection recall, the performance for each experiment is measured at 4 levels with R 0:75 representing high recall, 0:50 R < 0:75 representing good recall, 0:25 R < 0:50 representing medium low recall, and R < 0:25 representing low recall, respectively. The test results are reported in Tables 6 and 7 Table 6 : Results for the nal ranks returned by the merging algorithm using the histogram-based selection approach: (a) Precision, (b) Recall.
For both approaches, the average precisions of the query are similar to the average precisions of the texture subquery and are lower than the average precisions of the color subquery. Both approaches perform the best when the query is matched to a single texture and a single color template. The histogram-based approach o ers better performance in both precision (0.60 vs. 0.57) and recall (0.77 vs. 0.75). The histogram-based approach performs the best when the degree of similarity between the query and the template is high. The mean-based approach performs the best when the degree of similarity between the query and the template is in the range of 0.70,0.79]. We also observed a decrease of the precision for the histogram-based approach when the degree of similarity between the query and the template is low.
Discussion
Based on the above analysis, the histogram-based approach o ers better performance than the mean-based approach. The relatively good P (0.57) and high R (0.75) of the mean-based approach also demonstrates that the mean estimation method on ranking databases is quite e ective.
For individual subqueries, both ranking approaches perform best when the subquery is matched Results for the nal ranks returned by the merging algorithm using the mean-based selection approach: (a) Precision, (b) Recall.
with a single template and when the similarity between the subquery and the template is high. The histogram-based approach performs signi cantly better than the mean-based approach for the subqueries matched with a single template. The histogram-based approach also outperforms the mean-based approach for subqueries matched with multiple templates. We purposely chose subqueries that are matched with multiple templates and with low degree of similarity to the matched templates. In the situations that the subqueries match with single template or with high degree of similarity to the matched templates, the P values for texture subqueries normally approximate 0.78 for the histogram-based approach and 0.68 for the mean-based approach. In such cases, the P values for color subqueries normally approximate 0.82 for the histogram-based approach and 0.78 for the mean-based approach.
With both texture and color features weighted equally, the performance of the nal ranks returned by the merging algorithm are similar to the performance of texture subquery. Similar to the subquery, both approaches perform best when queries match with a single and a color template. For our test images, the performance of the nal ranks improves when more weight is assigned to the color features. We also recommend the threshold in Formula (1) to be set at 0.60.
Note that the histogram-based approach requires higher storage in the metaserver than the mean-based approach. The mean-based approach only requires a few statistical data (i.e., number of samples, mean, variance, and con dence mean interval) for each database and template pair. The histogram-based approach requires the storage of the histograms for all partitions that are associated with each database and template pair. However, the storage requirement of the histogram-based approach can be cut down by only storing the portion of the histogram that covers the similarities of the interest. In our test system, we store the portion of the histogram that covers similarities ranging from 0.40 to 1.0, since we are only interested in the similarities ranging from 0.50 to 0.95.
Conclusions
We have presented the mean-based and histogram-based selection approaches that address the problem of determining the relevance of database sites to visual queries based on visual content. This is achieved by abstracting the visual information in the database images through templates in a metadatabase and capturing the statistical features of the similarity distributions of images as indices to database references. The selection of relevant databases is achieved by searching of the metadatabase and using the visual similarity of the query to the stored templates to rank the databases associated with the templates. The database selection mechanisms have been implemented within the metaserver. The histogram-based approach o ers better performance than the mean-based approach in all our experiments. However, the relatively good performance and low storage requirement of the mean-based approach makes the mean estimation method a viable alternative for ranking the databases.
